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What was the Buddha trying to tell us?  It is really difficult.  I, myself, have no

idea really what he was trying to do.  Probably, therefore, you don't either.   In any case,

Buddhism does teach about the Dharma activity.  We do know that.  And, we know that

the Dharma activity is the activity that forms all of us and our home.  Tathagata Zen says

that to truly catch the Dharma activity for yourself means to manifest the wisdom that

knows the essential principle by which the Dharma activity acts.  Be careful, though.  To

really manifest the wisdom that knows the Dharma activity is to know that you are the

Dharma activity yourself, and to manifest that. 

 You can  know the  Dharma activity  quite  a  lot  with  out  truly  knowing  that,

without getting to the place where you know, that you are the Dharma activity.  What I

am saying is that you can go around saying,  "I've manifested the wisdom that knows the

Dharma  activity.   I  know  about  the  Dharma  activity."   But  as  long  as  you  are

unquestioningly acknowledging the existence of that "I " that is knowing, you haven't

actually manifested the wisdom that knows the Dharma activity.  To truly manifest the

wisdom that knows the Dharma activity, that state only arises when that self dissolves

and actually manifests the Dharma activity.  

Truly,  to  manifest  the  wisdom  that  knows  the  Dharma  activity  is  not  at  all

difficult.   Perhaps the previous  translation should have been: When you manifest  the

Dharma activity, when you manifest the wisdom that knows the Dharma activity, then

there is no difficulty.  There is no difficulty because there is nothing to know.  You don't

need to be known by anybody.  You are free from yourself and you are free from all

others as well.  Some people, they are just pretty unhelp-able.  They might practice for

ten years and still they aren't able to understand the principle by which the self appears

and disappears. The people that don't understand, I guess just won't understand.  So, I
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suppose that it just has to be said that it is difficult to manifest the wisdom that knows the

Dharma activity. 

 Look, however, at stones and plants, those sorts of beings who don't exert their "I

am",  very much anyway.  They're  existing without having any suffering and without

having joy, either.  For we who assert our "I am's" quite strongly, there is a lot of joy, but

there is an awful lot of suffering, too.  There is a lot of experiencing boring, dumb stuff.

We have to depend upon something in order to exist.  Being in the situation of needing to

depend on things, we tend to arbitrarily,  self-centeredly think that the good guys, the

good ones, are the ones who affirm us and tell us how great we are.  On the other hand,

when  we  encounter  someone  who  negates  ourselves,  then  we  start  thinking  in  our

arrogant, high-handed way, "Well, she's pretty ugly, anyway."  Or "He's stupid or boring.

He's a bad person.  He doesn't affirm me."  And we human beings then come to hate

those people who negate us.  But what again, about stones and plants who, although they

may have a tiny speck of an "I am" self, don't need to go around asserting it all the time.

They have no need to hate anything.  They might not have joy and happiness, but they

don't have suffering.  

In Buddhism, we do say that even stones and plants have "I am" selves.  So we

can say there are times when stone think," I hate that guy."  And plants think," I hate that

guy."  It happens in stones in plants, but it happens way more violently in human beings.

All things appears, however, as by-products of the workings of two essential forces and if

you can clearly manifest the wisdom that knows the nature of yourself, you will see that

originally  there  is  no  self.  All  this  stuff,  all  this  good  and  evil,  all  this  beauty  and

ugliness, all this correct and incorrect, only appears as by-products of the two essential

opposing forces of plus and minus.  They are only the result of their workings.  We could

say all this stuff is just the mischief of the two forces of plus and minus. 

  For a practitioner who has clearly grasped the Dharma activity, even this koan

about the woman coming out of samadhi, is totally easy.  In fact, to read this koan is just

like to be watching a play in a theatre.  All of the actors and actresses that are appearing
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on the stage are essentially doing the same activity.   They are transforming themselves.

They are appearing and disappearing.  You all watch that play and you laugh and you cry.

What I am saying that if you really get the Dharma activity, then this koan is nothing at

all.   Just  like watching a play,  that  is  all  it  is.   Even though I  say that,  I  very well

remember struggling with this koan, myself, when I was a young practitioner.  It was the

kind of thing that I just didn't know what to do with. "How can I answer? What is this all

about?"  It was just so hard.  You probably don't understand it, either.  Because it is so

hard,  that  is  why I  have been repeating  my explanations  of  the Dharma activity,  the

Tathagata activity, over and over again.   As long as you keep telling me that you don't

understand, I am going to keep on taking to you about the Dharma activity.  

Everybody has experienced the fact that everything that appears then disappears.

Everyone has already experienced that in this world that is nothing, being and non-being

appear.  In Buddhism what we call an enlightened person is someone who has manifested

the wisdom that knows the Dharma activity, that knows the activity who makes us and

our world, and who has actually practiced the Dharma activity.  Who is it that forms all

of us?  And by all of us I mean everything, even stones and plants.  And who is it that

forms this home that we share?  It is the Dharma activity. We appear here as results of the

working of the Dharma.  This is the very clear result that Buddhism gives us. 

When the plus activity and the minus activity totally unify with each other, that is

Absolute Zero.  In the Zero activity the "I am" self is gone.  The Zero activity is the

activity in which plus and minus are completely together.  We can understand the plus

activity to be the object and the minus activity to be the subject, therefore object and

subject are completely unified in this Zero activity. In the Zero activity, plus and minus

are  acting  will-lessly.   Therefore  Buddhism also  describes  this  same  activity  as  the

activity of emptiness.  Emptiness means there is no self there. There is no will. These

days, you modern folks seem to think,  "Well, when I die, I'll just be doing the emptiness

activity, so it doesn't really matter what I do while I am alive."  It is a pretty energetic

way of  thinking!   But  what  about  the emptiness  activity?   Does it  just  end with the
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emptiness activity?  No, it doesn't!  Again, you are going to reappear.  Then all those

folks that had so much spirit and vigor before, then when they reappear, they 've got the

blues.  They are just like a piece of spinach with salt on sprinkled on it…limp, as limp

can be.  That means getting hurt in love, losing your love.  So these days, people seem to

have a lot of energy, but then they get hurt in love really easily, as well, at the drop of a

pin.  There are so many people so distraught and worried because they have lost their

loves, there are a lot of medicines that have come out on the market to help those folks.

If you haven't lost your love, I guess you don't need those medicines.  I guess its just like

if you get sick, you need medicine.  But if you aren't sick, then you don't need medicine 

 In order to really get to the bottom of the principle behind this, you have to ask

yourself, how you have appeared in the first place? When there is no "I am" self, that is

the emptiness activity, that is neither "U" nor "Mu", neither being nor non being.  I am

sorry to say that even in the religious world, it seems even now, they haven't solved the

question of why being and non-being appear in the first place. From my point of view at

least, it seems that they have not solved the problem of why good and evil first appear.

Even though they don't know where good and evil come from, they teach this arrogant,

oppressing, horrible teaching, " Don't do evil, do good!"  From my point of view it is just

terrible.  Then they call it morality.  It's awful!  I don't think there is anything worse than

this in this world, from my point of view.  But if you cross exam them and say, " Do you

really know what good and evil are?"  They are very forceful and say, " Sure, I know!" 

 So why does good appear and why do you need to avoid evil?  Buddhism is the

teaching that  says  originally  there is  neither  good nor evil.   Originally,  it  is  just  the

emptiness  activity  acting.   Originally,  it  is  emptiness.  But  who  is  it  that  makes  up

emptiness?  And as you already know, Buddhism teaches  that it  is  the two essential

forces, of plus and minus, the force that makes man and the force that makes woman, that

are the content of the activity of emptiness. 

 There  are  many  different  koans  to  teach  this,  but  the  essential  teaching  of

Buddhism  is  that  your  True  Self,  the  Dharmakaya,  the  Great  Cosmos,  itself,  or  in
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religious terms, True God is a state of being pregnant.  So, we teach that if you see a

person who is pregnant,  then you should understand that she is manifesting the True

Lover.  So, put your hands together and worship her!  So if you are a pregnant woman

you can strut around and throw your shoulders back and stick your belly button up to

heaven,  really  energetically!  But,  it  won't  last  forever.   Undoubtedly,  the season will

come when it is time for the child to be born.  It is when plus and minus separate from

each other that the child is born.  I know that I have told you this many times before and I

know that I really shouldn't have to tell you this again, but you just keep on just listening,

letting it go in one ear and out the other. So, that is why I have to keep telling you again.

Why don't you try actually doing this, yourself? 

 Actually I would like to go off on a little tangent, here now.  In Buddhism we say

that the will-less activity is the karma activity.  When the state of unification, the zero

activity,  the will-less activity,  the karma activity divides itself  in two, that activity  of

division,  of separation,  occurs right  in  the Dharmakaya world.   It  is  not possible  for

anybody to escape the karma activity.   As I have told you countless times before, it is

when plus and minus separate from each other, that right in the Dharma world, right in

the Zero world, the three world of past, present and future manifest.  To make it easy to

understand we simply say that the minus activity is doing minus as the future and the plus

activity is the past activity. When plus and minus separate from each other, it is then that

a limited part of Absolute Space, a limited portion of the Cosmos, itself, manifests as an

interval of space, as distance, in between plus and minus. 

 There is no world other than the Dharma world.  There is no world outside of this

one Great Cosmos.  So, of course, when past, present and future appear, they appear in

the Dharma world.  When a self manifests, when a child is born, therefore, please see that

the very nature of that self is to be distance,  to be an interval of space,  is to receive

equally from plus and minus and manifest as a limited portion of the Absolute Space.

This condition is called, at least as one way of naming it, the manifestation of the present

moment.  The present moment is the very beginning of any existent being.  The moment
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a child is born, the moment an existent being is born, that is just the moment when plus

and minus give of themselves in order to birth that being.  Plus has given part of himself,

so he is imperfect plus. That imperfect plus is the activity of past.  Minus has lost part of

herself and so she is now imperfect minus, so that imperfect minus is the activity of the

future.  What you have to do is contemplate this carefully, sitting zazen, so that you don't

make any mistakes about it.  

There is the state of utter unification, the state of utter zero, and that state gets

chopped exactly into two and that is what we call the separation of guest and host, the

separation of object and subject.  And that is when you are born, that is the human world.

That  is  why we have this  koan,"  How do you give  birth  to  yourself?   How do you

manifest the human world?"  If you can really do this koan, then you can freely teach

Zen, then you are ready to teach Zen.  When you can give birth to yourself totally, that is

the manifestation of the Perfect Self.  That is when you have made all of past and all of

present your content.  That is when nothing is appearing outside of you.  We also teach

about the converse activity. We teach about a process of contraction in which the self

becomes smaller and smaller and smaller, until it doesn't need to be smaller anymore.  In

this case as well, it has made all of plus and minus its content.  The reason why I am

making you practice this principle through many and various koans, over and over again,

is because whether you are ready to or not, some or you are forced to teach and I don't

want you to make mistakes in your teaching. 

 As I always tell you, the teaching of Buddhism says that when it comes to the

Perfect Self, there are two essential Perfect Selves, the Ultimately Large Perfect Self and

the Ultimately Small Perfect Self.  When the expanding activity is leading, it isn't acting

alone.  It  is  being helped by the contracting activity.  The ultimate culmination of this

activity is the Ultimately Large Great Cosmos.  When the Ultimately Large manifests, it

doesn't stop.  It keeps on acting.  This time the minus activity wakes up and takes the lead

and helped by the plus activity, the process of contraction continues, contracting more

and more, until finally the Ultimately Small is manifest.  When the tiny, tiny Ultimately
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Small manifests, then the plus activity takes the lead and expansion happens again with

the plus leading and minus helping until once again the Ultimately Large is manifest.

This is what you should be contemplating when you are sitting zazen.  

 If you really can manifest this, the wisdom will arise. "Yes, it's really the way the

Roshi told me it was!" You will really know for yourself that it is the very nature of this

universe to repeat manifesting the Ultimately Large and then the Ultimately Small, over

and over  again.  In  Buddhism, the  Dharma activity  is  personified  and the  personified

being that is said to do the Dharma activity is called the Buddha.  The Buddha activity

does both of these.  The Buddha activity repeats over and over again, manifesting the

Ultimately Large and the Ultimately Small.  

People like to talk about Buddha or God.  They also like to talk about the Devil.  I

suppose we can equate the Ultimately Large with the good Buddha and we can call the

Ultimately Small, the bad Buddha or the Devil.  We can call the Ultimately Large, the

life Buddha.  We can call the Ultimately Small the death Buddha.  Originally, it is Zero.

Originally,  these opposite  Buddhas are  manifesting  as  part  of  this  process  that  never

stops, manifesting Ultimately Large and Ultimately Small.  I suppose that temporarily, as

a way of teaching and speaking about it, the Ultimately Large Buddha manifests through

the benevolent, life Buddha and the Ultimately Small manifest through the dying Buddha,

the evil Buddha.  Originally there is neither good nor evil.  That is to say, originally both

the Perfect Self of the Ultimately Large and the Perfect Self of the Ultimately Small have

both all good and all evil as their content and they are acting will-lessly.  They are Zero.

The will-less activity is called the Practice of the Way of No Self.  

Everybody is the same.  If you hear a talk like this, even a talk like this, you'll

think Wow!  That's hard.  That's way too hard for someone like me to ever do.  That's

why, in the beginning, we personify this activity and say that it is the Buddha .  This

activity is the Cosmic Buddha, Vairochana. The Buddha has both plus and minus as it's

content and is doing the Dharma activity.  And we keep personifying; Buddhist teaching

likes to personify these activities and we can personify the plus activity as Manjushri
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bodhisattva and the minus activity as Samantabhadra bodhisattva. ( I'm sorry, Manjushri

Bodhisattva is known as the activity of wisdom.  And oppositely, Samantabhadra is the

activity of compassion. ) The one who allows the wisdom activity in is Samantabhadra.

Manjushri  is  always  embracing  Samantabhadra  and  manifesting  the  perfect  state,

Buddha.   There  are  certainly  times  where  they  phantom themselves  into  each  other,

where they take on the form of the other and then Samantabhadra is doing the wisdom

activity  and  Manjushri  is  helping  doing  the  compassion  activity.   Manjushri  and

Samantabhadra  are  always  working together.   They are either  totally  unified  or  they

separate.  They totally unify and separate, totally unify and separate over and over.  And

when they unify, that's samadhi, that's the perfect Dharma activity, that's Buddha. But

when they separate, when plus and minus separate from each other as I always tell you,

that's when the "I am" manifests.  And as I always tell you, it’s the very nature of that "I

am" to inevitably again encounter the unification of guest and host.  When that happens

the  self  becomes  one  with  both  Manjushri  and  Samantabhadra  and  again  manifests

perfection, again manifests Buddha. 

 That's  where  the  koan  comes  from  which  asks,  "When  Manjushri  and

Samantabhadra become one, where will you go?"  The only thing for you to do is to

manifest the complete Dharma activity, to manifest Buddha activity.  But, Buddhism says

that if it's a religion that only teaches "become one with God", it's a crippled, one-sided

religion.  You know, it's just like you think it would be if you don't manifest the human

world, too, it's no fun at all.  You will manifest the perfect Dharma world, but just as

inevitably again guest and host separate from each other and the human world appears.

Buddhism  says  that  this  process  repeats  itself  over  and  over  again  until  finally  the

ultimate result manifests, which is the Ultimately Large.  

This is important:  in the process from the root source to the Ultimately Large,

innumerable, uncountable perfect Dharma worlds appear.  All of those perfect Dharma

worlds are perfect; therefore they are one with Buddha.  All those states are states of

samadhi.  All those states are states in which thinking is absolutely not necessary; all
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those states are perfect selves.  In the process that goes from the Original Source to the

Ultimately Large, many and various existent being are manifest, but they all will manifest

the perfect self.  They all are living in the same home as Buddha.  They all are one with

Buddha, they all manifest samadhi. 

So now, after listening carefully,  you must understand what this  girl  is doing,

sitting  at  the  knee  of  the  Buddha.  This  girl  is  manifesting  zero.   She's  manifesting

perfection but she is in the process in-between Ultimately Small and Ultimately Large;

she is not manifesting the Ultimately Large.  In the sutras they describe the nature of this

woman as  someone who has  transcended the activity  of  consciousness.   So now we

understand the girl, so what about Manjushri; what is he doing?  When the girl is sitting

there in samadhi manifesting the Perfect Self; what is he doing?  This is when we say,

"All in good time."  You'll understand what about Manjushri pretty soon.  It's really a

hard koan.  I really suffered through this koan so you know you guys have to really suffer

through this koan too or it won't be fair.  That's why I am talking about it over and over.

You  have  to  become  Manjushri,  yourself.   You  have  to  grasp  this  woman,  this

consciousness-transcending  woman,  completely.   How  can  you  grasp  her?   That's

tomorrow's talk.

終

The end
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